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Change and the future

VUCA world*
Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, Ambiguous 

wicked 
problems

robotics & automation

artificial intelligence everywhere

super-wicked 
problems

quantum computing

extended reality

internet of things & edge computing

hyperconnectivity



Change and the future

VUCA world*
Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, Ambiguous 

wicked 
problems

sharing economy

innovation economy

increasing social inequality

super-wicked 
problems

global warming

population changes & 
diaspora
mental health crisis

dissatisfaction with government 

pandemic



Does your institution offer some kind of 
professional learning for educators about 
generative AI?

ⓘ
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Does your institution offer 
opportunities for students to learn 
about / use generative AI?

ⓘ
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https://www.theguardian.com/money/2023/jun/27/the-future-is-bleak-how-ai-concerns-are-shaping-graduates-career-choices



say they would be interested in learning about how to work with artificial intelligence in 
high school 

n=1,005 13-17 year olds, US
March 2023
https://jausa.ja.org/

still believe they will find well-paying and meaningful jobs as adults

Young people’s perspectives

66%
concerned that they might not be able to find a good job because of AI
(30% very or extremely concerned)

90%

79%



Australian higher education students

worried that their planned career role might be redundant in a few years

n=233 UG HE students, AU
July 2023

Prompt 
engineer

45%

9% 

19% 

students who had used AI were significantly less concerned than those who had 
not

students who had learned to use AI at uni much less concerned than those who had 
not

social media influencer 
who
uses AI tools regularly

part-time prompt 
engineer



“freaking out a bit"
 - first in family
 - low SES
 - living with a disability or health concern
 - mixed messages from the institution about AI
 - certain disciplines



Source: Adobe Firefly – search prompt: teacher teaching students in the future with AI

“AI is a bit crap now… it’s useful but will always have limitations. It needs people”



gpt-4/dalle-3: search prompt: "a cake with ingredients labelled"

“AI is a bit crap now… it’s useful but will always have limitations. It needs people”



“Artificial intelligence is going to 
eliminate a lot of current jobs, that’s 
true.”

Sam Altman, CEO of Open AI



almost definitely not true, Sam
much more likely:
 - limited displacement of roles
 - some creation of high value roles
 - a lot of change of tasks inside roles

 + changes to the way we obtain & manage work
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Looking at tasks inside roles

ESCO (European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations)

ANZSCO (Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of 
Occupations)

Briggs & Kodnani. (2023). The Potentially Large Effects of Artificial Intelligence on Economic Growth. Goldman Sachs.

Felten, E., Raj, M., & Seamans, R. (2023). How will Language Modelers like ChatGPT Affect Occupations and Industries?
arXiv preprint arXiv:2303.01157.

Mandala Partners. (2023) How generative AI will impact tasks, not jobs. 
https://mandalapartners.com/posts/generative-ai-impacts-2023





If generative AI delivers on its promised capabilities, the 
labor market could face significant disruption. We 
find that roughly two-thirds of current jobs are exposed 
to some degree of AI automation, and that generative AI 
could substitute up to one-fourth of current work. 
Extrapolating our estimates globally suggests that 
generative AI could expose the equivalent of 300 million 
full-time jobs to automation.

The combination of labor cost savings, new job 
creation, and higher productivity for non-displaced 
workers will likely lead to a productivity boom that 
raises economic growth substantially.

Briggs & Kodnani, 
2023



Exposure of occupational categories to AI by average percentage of tasks 



(Mandala, 
2023)



https://willrobotstakemyjob.com/



To what extent are your institution’s 
courses designed to prepare students for 
an AI-enabled future of life and work? 

ⓘ
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How future-capable are our university courses?



course and unit outlines

eight undergraduate degree programs
across two Australian universities 

four disciplinary areas:
• civil engineering
• environmental science
• creative arts (drama)
• business (management)

185 units (core, major)

three coders

Method: Coding the published curriculum



Future focus (changing & future 
professions / contexts / 
applications, lifelong learning)

Learning & working 
through networks

Innovation & entrepreneurship 
(creating something useful / 
valued, finding and solving 
complex problems)

Collaborative learning – 
communities of practice, 
authentic collaboration

Experiential learning (‘hands 
on’, enquiry-based, learning by 
doing, reflection on 
experience)

Interdisciplinary learning 
(translating and integrating 
perspectives from multiple 
disciplines)

Career self-management,
career adaptability 

Method: Coding the published curriculum



How future-capable are our university courses?

Future focus

Networked learning

 - ‘now’ and short-term industry / professional needs
 - assumption that tasks / skills (and knowledge sets) won’t change

 - still not much of a focus 
 - largely incidental to placements, internships, projects
 - peer mentoring

Innovation + entrepreneurship

Career self-management

Interdisciplinary learning

Digital literacies

Collaborative learning

 - tends to happen in capstones, needs to start earlier in courses

 - tends to focus on short-term job acquisition
 - found towards the ends of courses or in co-curricular spaces
 - need to teach explicitly for adaptability and change

 - tends to be multidisciplinary (e.g., majors) rather than interdisciplinary
 - exception is some capstone industry projects
 - relies on students to make connections

 - uneven, an ‘add on’, has a tendency to be tacit or procedural in nature
 - not much criticality

 - common, but the dreaded unidisciplinary ‘now form groups of 4’ model still 
ubiquitous
- minimal community of practice / learning-based models

Experiential learning  - work integrated learning
 - studios, labs, pracs
 - needs to start earlier in courses
 - disciplinary strengths in science and arts
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Thank you for fostering the digital literacies of students & educators, 
including demystifying generative AI

Some potential opportunities??

 - support our careers consultants to come into the 21st century

 - more & better industry- and community-partnered authentic learning 
experiences? (WIL etc)
 
 - develop and emphasise institutional partnerships with organisations & 
businesses operating at the ‘cutting edge’ 

Finally…
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